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Barriers to the development, peace and prosperity of the Republic of
Indonesia as the consequence of ramphant criminal act of corruption
has spread widely in the community and the nation as a whole. Worse
than that, according to some of the what so called social science
experts, the development obstacles in the form of corruption crimes are
actually considered to have become a culture. Corruption has becoming
a way of virtually almost every legal subject, almost
every person, almost including corporate bodies, for example,to
acquire and maintain, among other things political/constitutional
power in the society and the nation of Indonesia. It has been a
frustrated to handle. To give a factual example of the feeling of
frustration in the Indonesian legal system handelling corruption, in this
article we provide an overview on the findings of how the Indonesian
Supreme Court tackled the ongoing policy fighting against
corruption in a case occured in the Indonesian Constitutional Court.The
parties used corruption as a way to achieve and, particularly maintain
their political power. That was a case that attracted the attention of this
study. Since in that high profile case two of the very severe criminal
sanctions were imposed on the convicted criminal of corruption. But,in
fact, the criminal sanctions were not able to stop perpetrators to
continue use corruption as ―the way of life‖. Following the
explanation of corruption cases as ―a way of life‖, including the way to
obtain and maintaining political or constitutional power in Indonesia; in
this article we analise and identifying an ideal construction
(philosophy/policy) from the Dignified Justice pespective to overcome
the wekness of the previous theories.
Copy Right, IJAR, 2018,. All rights reserved.
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Introduction:There has been a common knowledge in Indonesia that corruption is an extraordinary crime which is harming
Indonesia overall, both its body and its mind or its soul/spirit. Corruption hinders the Republic’s constitutional
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ideals, including all of Indonesia’s birthplace (tumpah darah Indonesia), all of the legal subjects in it to ―wake up
their bodies and build their soul/spirit‖ 1 within the Law.
Barriers to the development, peace and prosperity of the nation as the consequence of ramphant criminal act of
corruption as such has spread widely in the community and the nation of Indonesia. Worse than that, according to
some of the what so called social science experts, the national development, peace and prosperity (welfare state’s)
obstacles in the form of corruption crimes are actually said to have become a culture. It was said that it may
be, since almost no longer each of the Indonesian people would deny, that corruption has been a way of life of
the nation and the people of Indonesia.
As a way to live its life as a society and nation, then of course corruption is also a way of life for almost every legal
subject; every men and women in the community and nation, almost all the people and nation of Indonesia. Intended
by the way of life of almost every legal subject; every human beings in the society and nation of Indonesia, namely
the way of life of almost every person or the legal subject. Almost every person is to mean, including almost
every legal entity and corporation to establish a life and civilization in all fields or aspects in the communities and
the nation of Indonesia.
Corruption has beena way of virtually almost every legal subject, almost every person, including corporate bodies to
acquire and maintain political power, cultural, economic, social and others in the society and the nation of
Indonesia. Look at the example below, the finding of this research. In the field of life, i.e. in the activities to achieve
or maintain and exercise political and governmental/constitutional power or authority, for example. It is clear that in
the law governing a general election for instance; in this case –in the perspective of the Dignified Justice Theory—
asthe manifestations of the soul of the nation (Volksgeist) Indonesia based on Pancasila, one can easily read and
found a statute content banning the use of money politics as a vehicle to win a general election, with the threats of
imposing tough criminal sanctions.
If it is a valid construction or believed, as the issue identified above that it is a general construction (juridical
thinking) which has been existing and accepted that corruption has already become a way of life as stated
above; then surely, corruption, is also a way of life of almost every person (natural and legal person) use
to obtain, and to maintain or execising the governmental/political power or authorities. Including in this case, to gain
the authority to formulate criminal sanction arrangements so that later it will be used as a ―medication‖ in preventing
or curbing corruption as a ―very malignant cancer‖. It seems to suggest in this metaphore as if everything has
already been caused a frustration. It appears that whatever solution is given to overcome corruption, it will always
fails, whether it is the implementation of criminal sanctions and the establishment of criminal sanctions that have
been set to prevent and eradicate corruptionsince it is controlled by people who gain power by means of corruption
itself .
Corruption in the Indonesian Constitutional Court:To give a factual example of the feeling of frustration in the Indonesian legal system handelling of corruption, let us
look at a brief description asthe findings of how the Indonesian Supreme Court undertaking the ongoing fighting
corruption in a case occured in the Indonesian Constitutional Court. In the findings there has been a legal fact that
while legal subjects, who are parties in the political competition to obtain, and maintain power, among others, power
to formulate criminal law formulations in the form of regulation of criminal sanctions in the local government;
including to ensure the absence of criminal acts of corruption has collaborated with internal elements of the
Constitutional Court used corruption as ―a way of life‖. The parties used corruption as a way to achieve and
maintain political/constitutional power. This is a case that attracted the attention of this study. Because, in this case
two very severe criminal sanctions have been imposed on convicted criminal corruption, but in fact, the criminal
sanctions were not able to cope with the perpetrators to continue use corruption as ―the way of life‖.
The criminal act of coruption carried out by the perpetrator who was not the main criminal offender (AM) originated
from an incident, among others, on September the 4th, 2013. On that date the Election for Regional Heads
(Pilkada) of Gunung Mas District of Central Kalimantan Province was held. The election was a political arena of
four candidate pairs (Paslon) strugling to gain power. The four candidates are referred to, namely (JSM-D) as

1. A phrase in the Indonesian National Anthem text (Indonesia Raya), composed by Wage Rudolf Supratman.
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caiddate number one; (HB-ASD) as dandidate number two; (KBH-BDS) is a pair of the candidate number three; as
well as (AU-Y) as a pair candidate number four.
Based on the results of the vote count in the Election, the General Election Commission (KPU) of
Kabupaten/District Gunung Mas established (HB-ASD) as the elected Election of the Mayor and Deputy Mayor of
Gunung Mas District for the 2013-2019 period. The stipulation was stated in a Decree (SK) KPU Number 19 Year
2013 dated 11th September 2013. Following the determination of the results of the Election, (AJU-AP) which was
originally recorded as a suggsted candidate pair (Balon), lodged an objection to the Republic of Indonesia
Constitutional Court (Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia). The request to object the Election Counting Result
was registed at theRepublic of Indonesia Constitutional CourtNo. 121/PHPU.D-XI/2013. Not only that, objection
were also lodged by (JSM-D) and printed on the application for registration No. 122/PHPU.D-XI/2013.
In order to safeguard the power that has already been achieved, or in this case the political power to be
maintained, corruption is chosen as a way. This is the modus operandi. At September 19th, 2013, (HB)
to meet (CN) at the Hotel Sahid restaurant in South Jakarta. The purpose of (HB) was to meet (CN) in order to ask
for help in approaching the Head of the Republic of Indonesia’ Constitutional Court. (CN) accepted the offer made
by ―the applicants‖,(HB). He requested that if it is possible he will ―buy‖ the decision of the Republic of Indonesia
Constitutional Court in his favour. The request is accepted (CN) which then sends a Short Message Service (SMS)
to (AM). The contents of the SMS, reads as: ―Sir (AM), I want to ask for help here ... for Gunung Mas. But for
the Incumbent who wins ... ―. The SMS (CN) is then replied by (AM): ―When do you want to meet?, the witness
(that is, AM ) who instead treatened to cancelled the Election result, Gunung Mas ???".
On September 20th, 2013 (HB) also met (AM) in the Officcial House of the Chief Justice of the Indonesian
Constitutional Court, JalanWidya Candra III No. 7 South Jakarta. The goal of (HB) to met (AM), is asking for
assistance related to the objection request lodged for the Gunung Mas District Election results. At that
time, (AM) ordered that (HB) to contact (CN) for handling the case request.
The defendant (AM) as the Chief Justice of the Republic of Indonesia on September 23, 2013 issued a Decree of the
Chief Justice of the Constitutional Court Number: 790/TAP.MK/2013 concerning the Formation of Judge Panels to
examine objection requests in the Case Register Number: 121/ PHPU.D- XI/2013 lodged by (AJU-AP) and issued
for himsefl (AM) the Decree as the Chairperson of the Republic of Indonesia Constitutional Court Number:
793/TAP.MK/2013 concerning the Establishment of a Judge Panel to examine objections in the Case Register
Number: 122/PHPU.D-XI/2013 submitted (JSM-D). (AM) was in the two Decrees established himself as
Chairperson of the Panel of Judges concurrently a member (MFI) and (AU) each as a member.
In September 24th, 2013 (AM) sent an SMS to (CN) which contained: ―Tomorrow the meeting, the applicant
has met (AM) directly with the Mayor (the Incumbant), just asked for a pass (A)‖, then (AM) request (CN) to
contact (HB) to provide money (the bribe) in the amount of three billion rupiah.
In September 26th, 2013 at 19:47 pm (AM) sends an SMS to (CN) which provides: ―Fast please, can he sorted it out
fastly, since the case the GunungMasis somewhat crime ridden― and ―please only directly using US (Dollar)‖. And
the SMS from (AM) was answered by (CN) with SMS ―can it be less?‖ and ―2.5 tons plese...‖. The SMS was replied
by (AM) by saying ―it’s (the price) was fixed, no bargain right‖. (CN) then again replied: ―Ok tommorow I (CN)
will try talking with him (HB). But sir (AM), give me a fee, please...the cost of deliver it to you...‖. (AM) then
answered with the phrase: ―Is it shopping? It’s bad, ask your (CN) fees from him (HB) doesn’t he (HB) that asked
for help from youm sister (CN), and please he (HB) should speak to me (AM) through you, Mom‖, said (AM).
In 26th September 2013 around 22:00 pm, (CN) meet (HB) and (CNA) atthe Hotel Borobudur Jakarta. In the
meeting (CN) delivered a message to (AM) asking that three billion rupiah is converted intothe US dollars be
provided while showing an SMS from (AM), (HB) continuedasking (CNA) to prepare money according to the
notice from (CN) and submit it to (AM) via (CN), the request (HB) agreed to todeviver via (CNA) .
In Monday September 30th, 2013 (CNA) contact (CN) to notify that the requested money is available. (CN) said
that the money would be taken on Wednesday night on October 2nd, 2013.(CN) asks (CNA) to accompany (CN) to
submit the money to (AM).
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On the same day at around 12:47 local time (CN) sent an SMS to (AM) notifying that in the evening (CN) will come
to the official house of (AM) to hand over money from (HB). Then (AM) answer ―Yes the witness (AM)will wait,
but please ome not too late at nights, tks‖. It was around 21:00 pm (CN) taking the money from (CNA) in the
Apartment Mediterranean Tanjung Duren, West Jakarta and later (CN) together (CNA) ent to the Chief Justice's
Cnstitutional Court official residence in JalanWidya Chandra III No. 7 South Jakarta to submit the money to (AM) .
Moments after (CN) and (CNA) were in the official house of (AM), KPK (the Corruption ErradicationCommision)
arrested (CN), confiscating a brown paper envelope that read ―SG Dollar 79,000 to buy Rp. 9,284.00‖. The envelope
containing seventy nine thousand Singapore dollars. Acting for (AM) as a Constitutional Justice who receives
money worth approximately three billion rupiah through (CN) provided by (HB) and (CNA), and it is known or
reasonably suspected that the money was given to influence the court case for the objection of the Gunung Mas
District Election results for the period 2013-2018 was submitted to (AM) as a Constitutional Justice to be tried so
that in its decision it stated that it rejected the application submitted by the applicants.
According to the Supreme Court, the criminal act of corruption done by (AM) is to accept promises of money. (AM)
through (CN) requested money of three billion rupiah to (HB) related to the management of the case for an objection
according the the Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia to the results of the 2013 Gunung Mas District
Election. The criminal action of corruption done by (AM), fulfilled the elements of the first indictment so that it
violated Article 12 letter (c) of the Act 2001 concerning changes to Law No. 31 of 1999 jo Article 55 paragraph (1)
1st of the Criminal Code jo Article 65 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code. (AM) would then filed an objection to
the Court’s opinion. But the Supreme Court refused. The refusal to cause (AM) conficted as criminal, which was
then required to pay court fees in the appeal rate. The first criminal sanction impose on (AM) was a life sentence
sanction. The second criminal sanction imposed on (AM) was also very tough, namely criminal sanctions in the
form of revoking political rights of (AM).
Failure of the Underliying Theories Justifiying Criminal Sanctions to Prevent or Erradicate Corruption in
Indonesia:Following the explanation of corruption cases as a way of life, including the way to obtain and maintaining political
or constitutional power in Indonesia as mentioned above, then in the following there has been needs to analise and
identifying an
ideal
construction
(idea/policy),
its
formulation
policy for
criminal
sanctions
for corruption perpetrators. In this case what is ideally reconstructed policy behind the formulation of the the
types/forms of penal sanctions of, for example, as described above, thee life sentence sanctions and the withdrawal
of political rights from perpetrators of corruption.
If observed the Supreme Court decision on corruption in the criminal case involving (AM) which strenghtened the
decission of th High Court as described above, it can be seen that the policy of criminal formulation or regulatory
principles; in this case the purpose of punishment that has been known so far, is creating a deterrent effect. This
criminal policy or theory is actually failed to achieve its purpose. The same goes for the theory or principle of
regulation which forms the basis for the arrangement suggested bu Kant and Smith, i.e the criminal sanctions based
on the construction or idea of retributivism. Tese two underlying theories of criminal policy seems to failed, if one
does not want it to be said completely undermined by the corruptors in the Indonesian system.
There is an interesting aspect that needed to be revealed from within the legally binding Decision No. 336
K/Pid.Sus/2015 as described above. The aspect is an ideal construction or philosophy use to improve the regulatory
principles which failedd to achieve their purposes as staated above. The opposit fact that followed the the verdict of
the Supreme Judged, in this case above, despite the fact that the Supreme Court (MA) has imposed severe
criminal sanctions of life imprisonment and the lifting of political rights of (AM). Not very longafter the Decision
No. 336 K/Pid.Sus/2015 described above, appeared again, repeated corruption done by another person but having
the same position at the Constitutional Court. Therefor it could be said that there has been a reofending of
corruption. A contitutional court judge, namely (PA) also convicted as a criminal for his act of corruption.
That is what is called an indicator which is behind the view that no matter how severe the sanctions imposed on
corruptor as a ―medication‖ to cure the State from its ―diseas‖ called corruption it is still failed to serve the
regulatory principle, preventing other people, even in the same capacity that constitutional judges no longer commit
the same crime, namely Tipikor. So that, in accordance with the title of this research, it is necessary to do a
reconstruction of criminal sanctions that have been imposed on the perpetrators of corruption. The goal is to find the
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theoretical basis of existing and the future of the Indonesian criminal sanctions for corruptors. With the new theory it
is hoped that failures are no longer be found in the purpose of punishment or punishment. Thus an ideal theoretical
basis is found, namely the basis of the value of the Dignified Justice.
Retributivism or Kantianism is a theory that is quite consistent with the theory of Dignified Justice, except the
reconstruction dimension in Dignity Justice which is more orienting to humanizing humans (nguwongke
uwong) failed in the case (AM) above. Likewise, there is an impression that in the case of (AM), it appeared that the
prevention theory or resocialization theory proposed by Bentham to fix the theory of retributivism as a basis for the
regulation and imposition of criminal sanctions also failed to achieve its purpose. Bentham failed, because the life
sentence sanction imposed on (AM) as described above is visible does not allow people to return for a reintegration
with the community anymore, he (a convicted individual) can be said to die in prison once and for all.
Based on the dignified justice, the general view that dominating the basis of criminal law sancrion, including the
setting of criminal sanction whic seemed as unquestionable that the policy formulation on sanctions should be
oriented to rehabilitation after and before the crimes were committed, including the extraordinary crime like
Tipikor has failed. In fact, so far, in the construction it is believed that rehabilitation will produce the next result,
namely the maintenance of national or community integration. It has been coined as social integration,because in a
criminal case as experienced by (AM), the matter concerns was not only related to (AM) itself. Behind (AM) there
are also his many sympathizers who are also litigants and affected by high sanctions imposed on (AM).
Then back to what has been stated above, it has been sait that there has been risen the frustrated construction or
thinking that corruption was so harm Indonesia, its society and nation including all humanswithin the Sate as the
creatures of God Almighty. It has been arisen a general way of belief/construction/thinking was in
Indonesia that corruption was like an incurable disease. In another words, it has been said that corruption has
become a very malignant cancer in ―the body‖ of the Indonesian people and nation which is no longer possible to be
treated. Because it can no longer be treated, it has become a culture or a just way of life. Within that believe
contained a great sense of frustration for the Indonesia criminal law, including frustration with the principle of
regulating criminal sanctions.
However, Kantian’s die hard insisted; for them since corruption is a dangerous disease, or ―a very malignant cance‖,
therefore it is justified as wellan awareness that the disease of corruption should called an extraordinary disease. As
an extraordinary disease it potentiality causing imediate death to ―the body‖ or the nation. Intended by ―body‖ is the
Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia (NKRI). NKRI is said to be a ―body‖, because it is analogous to an intact
micro system, namely the body and soul of a human being (a people). Emerge the Kantian ideas within some
criminal jurists in the country the Kantian philosophy/construction behind heavy criminal sanctions are now
commonly understood and at the same time justifying the idea/construction that corruption must be treated in
away that is extraordinary or with―medications‖ which is also extraordinary as well. In criminal law , the
―medication‖ or the extraordinary criminal sanction is including the death penalty.
The reconstruction in this study suggests that the idea behind ―medication‖ or criminal sanctions have been offered
and has been used to be directed towards eradicating the main target, namely corruption as ―a cancer‖ which is
very malignant in the ―body‖. The human being (corruptors) has been, in this case the perpetrators of criminal
acts corruption is the disease. This is not in line with the believe in the Pancsila system, and in the Dignified
Jisticephlilosophy.
As has been stated many times, the Dignity Justice philosophy is the Indonesia Indonesian jurisprudence. In the
perspective of dignified Justice offered here, the efforts made are not just to eradicate corruption by injecting
extraordinary medicine into the ―body‖ to control, or if necessary to kill the causes of malignant cancer solely. But,
within the perspective of Dignity Justice, the handling of corruption (the focus of criminal sanctions) must be based
on the values of justice according to the law.
Intended by the values of justice according to the law, among other things with the spirit in the soul of the nation
(Volksgeist) Indonesia, namely the spirit of law in the soul of the nation (Volksgeist) which is called maintaining
balance and proportionality in or according to law. This balance is needed so that the most malignant causes of
―cancer‖ are lost, and do not create feelings of frustration or bankruptcy against criminal law, then corruption is
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made into culture. Nor does it cause an effect that is equally dangerous, or criminogen towards the ―body‖ as a
whole and actually counter productive, including turning off the ―body‖ and the soul that must be built.
Reconstruction according to theory/philosophy of Dignified Justice contains the purpose of criminal law based on
the spiritual balance of values in the concept of justice. Justice that is understood in the theory of Dignified Justice is
a justice that humanizes humans (nguwongke uwong). This includes the concept of justice that humanizes human
beings, namely the value of justice itself, the value of benefits and the value ofcertainty according to the law.
This clearly is a different ways with the concep of justice which contained antinomy with certainty and utility in the
construction stated by Radbruch.2 According to Radbruch, if justice is intended, then there is the possibility of
certainty and usefulness beignored. But in Dignity Justice philosophy, in justice there is a balance
and maintained proportionality in the law. Law here including regulatory principles behind the criminal sanctions on
ciminals in generals, including for perpetrators of corruption which is expected to be used to overcome the problem
of corruption in Indonesia.
The desired balance includes legal protection to the public interest (victim) without sacrificing the interests of
individuals, especially perpetrators of criminal acts. This is among other things the dimension of balance in justice
that humanizes humans. Dignified justice suggest a human dignity orientation (nguwongke uwong). Men, even he is
a criminal must be treated as the creation of God Almighty; humans are Pancasila creatures, not a desease.
The thought or construction behind the current Penal Code (KUHP), which regarded as still a product of Dutch
colonial heritage, has been in Indonesia for more than 100 years old. Today there should be a comprehensive
renewal in order to avoid a paradox in enforcing criminal law. As is known, the Penal Code was adopted from a
country that adheres to the principles of liberalism and capitalism, this has already been perceived as less in
line with the law source of all laws in Indonesia, i.e. Pancasila in as the constitutional provision in its Preambule.
Evidently, in the Criminal Code, including in the law of Eradication of Corruption Crime regarding the criminal
system stipulated in Article 10 of Law No. 1 of 1946 one may find the death penalty. In fact, there is an opinion that
in essence the death penalty (capital punishment) it is no longer relevant to be applied in Indonesia, after
the amendment to the 1945 Constitution. Meanwhile, it is argued that the death penalty is considered contrary to
Article 28, namely on human rights which states: ―Everyone has the right to life and the right to maintain life and
life‖. Because of this they argue that the death penalty should be abolished.
The research also found that there was a view that there was inconsistency behind many regulatory principles,
including the principle of regulating criminal sanctions for perpetrators of corruption.According to that
opinion, the Stufenbau theory from Hans Kelsen, it has been followed as the source of the Republic of Indonesia
legal order and the order of the Indonesian legislation as stated in the MPRS Decree No.XX/MPRS/1966 jo. MPR
Decree No.V/MPR/1973, and now in accordance with the Law on the Establishment of Legislation Law No. 12 of
2011.
The link between Kelsen’s stufenbau theory and the principle of regulating criminal sanctions against perpetrators of
corruption in an effort to eradicate corruption should be put forward. According to Kelsen, an applicable law in
certain aspects mus not contain contradiction within. The determinant that there is no conflict is that every
arrangement must be based on higher-level regulations.
It turned out that, for example, in the regulation of criminal sanctions for Actors of Corruption in Law No. 31 of
1999 jo. Law No. 20 of 2001 concerning Corruption (Corruption Law). Article 4 of the Anti-Corruption
Law regulates the existence of a kind of ―sanction‖: ―The return of state financial losses or the state’s money does
not abolish the involvement of criminal offenders, as referred to in Articles 2 and 3‖. The regulatory principle that
lies behind this policy is retribution, which opens up the possibility of resocialization. However, in Law No. 17 of
2003 concerning State Finance in Article 35 is only formulated: ―Every state official, directly or indirectly who

2. Radbruch, G, Rechtphilosophie , Koehler: Stutgart, (English translation) 1973, p. 164. (p. 55, Chapter I, in this
writer’s Dissertation).
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harms state finances, is obliged to return the intended loss.‖ That is, according to this Act, the return of state
finances is not followed by punishment.
It appears from the description that there are weaknesses in the arrangement. With the imposition of ―sanctions‖ or
those stated above ―cancer killer medicines‖ returning state losses, the perpetrators of corruption do not need to be
sentenced to prison again. The ―cancer killer mediines‖ tool in the regulation of Article 4 of Law No. 31 of 1999
seems paradoxical or contradictory (contains weakness), and potentially criminogenic, can create new problems
when faced with Article 35 of Law No. 17 of 2003 concerning State Finance.
The ideal reconstruction of sanctions arrangements for the perpetrators of the value-based corruption of dignified
Justice is offered here. Among other things the regulatory principle must be oriented (postulated) the system. If the
regulatory principle is used that if there are conflicts in the arrangement as above, then the law dictates so that from
the two regulations regarding criminal sanctions for corruption it is sought which regulations are more appropriate to
be used as the basis for suing someone. Dignified Settlement (Systemic) is sought in the legal principle, namely
the principle oflex posteriori derogate legi priori.
The ideal reconstruction is used if there is a conflict between the old law and the new law and the new law does not
revoke the old law, then the new law applies. Still in the perspective of most ideal theory of dignified Justice, in law
enforcement according to the soul of the nation (Volksgeist) even the money corrupted is returned, still the
perpetrators must be punished according to the law. That is, the principle of regulation of lex specialis (Law on
Corruption Crime) derogate legi generali (Law No. 17 of 2003 concerning State Finance).

Conclusion: It is still known in the legal system in Indonesia the principles of regulating criminal sanctions for perpetrators of
criminal acts of corruption, both in the Corruption Law and other legislation. It’s just found that there are
weaknesses, among others, the overlap or paradox of general regulations with special regulations regarding criminal
sanctions on corruption.
Reconstruction based on the Dignified Justice philosophy can be offered, namely by paying attention to the
dimensions of justice that humanize human beings in every type of criminal sanction, including criminal sanctions
for perpetrators of corruption. Likewise, a system-oriented Dignity Justice postulate can be offered to fix
weaknesses in regulating criminal sanctions for perpetrators of corruption. In this case the principles of law are
used. For example, if there is a conflict between the Corruption Law and other laws, then in the system postulate,
which is also adhered to in a special regulation of dignified justice (lex specialist ) overrides (derogat) general rules
(legi generali).
It seems that the Dignified Justice theory, except the emphasis on values in Pancasila, fixes the theory of imposing
criminal sanctions directed at rehabilitation, or what is often also known as organic theory (the organic
theory). Men sequence the organic theory the community is a living organic society, with life that is free from and
controls the members who are part of the formation of the organism.
According to the vision of the theory of providing criminal sanctions that are organizational in nature, the
perpetrator of the act, as is the criminal, has no benefit at all for the community, so that is the reason for him not
being in the system. His incompetence has caused him to be separated from his community. As someone who is
separated from his community is a situation that is empty and nonsense for people who hold a strong stance on the
conception of an organic society, therefore a great effort must be made to return to the normal situation again,
integrating the already separated into the body where he has become a part of it.
The approach that underlies the views as stated above presupposes that there are no other truths that might exist
outside a community, so that when a possibility against the community has been ruled out, the perpetrator of the
crime is the person who made a mistake, and that is why the road to redeem himself is through education (or reeducating, as seen in the case stated above) by separating the perpetrator from error, he will be guided by the truth to
values and self-sufficiency.
This view, in the Dignified Justice Theory, is called humanizing humans (nguwongke uwong). Rehabilitation and
integration into the community are produced together and immediately. Therefore sometimes people are as if
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looking at a theory of criminal sanctions from the view of a society which is an organism; further than that, there are
times when society can also be understood in relation to the meaning of selected people. 3
Regarding what has just been stated above, the Dignified Justice theory builds a construction that may be said to be
new or original and authentic, namely that in regulating criminal sanctions for perpetrators of criminal acts of
corruption, humans are not seen as ―cancer‖ or disease. Humans are seen as noble creatures of God. Whatever
sanctions are formulated and brought down on humans must be seen as an attempt to reshape that age in its original
nature as a noble creature of Godhead.
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